


2022 European Car of the Year

Electric was never this inspiring

The wheels of progress must be powered not just by a new fuel or a new motor, but by

a new philosophy. A philosophy that realizes that ecology and luxury, or economy and 

performance, are not binary choices. That sustainable mobility doesn’t mean 

uninspiring travel. That the ‘E’ in EV must stand for Emotion, and not just for Electric.



EV experience like no other

Inspiration isn’t just about having an idea. It’s about giving life to that idea for the world to benefit from it.

The EV6 is full of such ideas. Take its innovative charging technology for instance. It was conceived to not just 

take, but also to give. It employs a 2-way charging technology that turns it into a portable energy source 

capable of supplying current. Enough to power a medium size home AC. The 708 Km range# with a 77.4 kWh 

battery pack of Kia EV6 lets you explore more of what the world has to offer.

Electric Global Modular Platform (E-GMP)

The New E-GMP platform introduces a flat  

floor, facilitating comfort and utility along with 

greater power, driving range and control 
*With 350kW charger

Ultra-fast Charging

With 800V ultra high-speed charging 

capability, the Kia EV6 takes as little as 18 

minutes* to charge from 10% to 80%

Vehicle-to-Load (V2L)

Fully charged, EV6 offers 3.6 kW of power to 

run multiple devices inside and outside by  

attaching Vehicle-to-Load connector



Electrifying performance

The Electric is in the engineering but the EV6 stands for so much more. It emotes excitement that comes 

from its performance. The powerful all-electric motor’s 605 Nm torque gives instantaneous acceleration, 

while a low center of gravity offers race-car like handling, making the EV6 an absolute pleasure to drive. 

0-100 kmph in 5.2 seconds^^. But who’s counting.

Drive Modes

Choose from Normal, Sport or Eco drive 

modes. Each mode provides a significant 

performance change to suit the requirement 

along with a unique driver interface

All Wheel Drive Aerodynamics

The super sleek design with active air flaps 

and aerodynamic enhancements make EV6 

move quickly and efficiently 

The dual motor AWD system delivers superior 

acceleration and all-weather grip. Switch 

between AWD and RWD can be enabled as 

needed within 0.4 seconds



Inspired yet inspiring

The design inspiration for EV6 comes from the contrasts found in nature and humanity. But there’s more to it than meets 

the eye. The distinctive headlamps not only have a progressive design language but also the intelligence to automatically 

adjust the beam to avoid dazzling oncoming vehicles.

Connected LED Tail Lamps with 

Sequential Indicators

The dynamic curved shape full LED tail light 

lends sleek and futuristic look to the rear

of EV6

Body Coloured Exterior Flush Door

Handles - Automatic  

The seamlessly designed auto door handles 

are hidden inside the door and pop-out as 

you approach it with the smart key

R19 – 48.74 cm (19”) Alloy Wheels

The edgy alloy wheel design along with two 

color tone makes a statement and lends the 

EV6 a sporty and distinctive stance 



Step into the future

Stepping into the EV6 is like stepping into a future studded with infinite luxuries. A minimalistic yet hi-tech driver-centric cockpit 

with Dual Panoramic Screens, Augmented Reality Head-up Display, and more, offers the most immersive experience through 

design, intuitive technologies and sustainable elements. The captivating sound system along with Active Sound Design makes 

your journeys even more mesmerizing.

31.24 cm (12.3”) Curved Touchscreen 

Navigation 

The integrated curved display is not only

beautiful, but also offers a truly immersive 

experience along with maximum visibility 

and intuitiveness

The Meridian Premium Sound System 

with 14 Speakers 

The Meridian Premium Sound System is the 

ultimate luxury for ears. 14 Speakers create an 

exceptional experience to elevate the senses

31.24 cm (12.3”) Curved Driver Display 

Screen

The interface lays out all essential pieces of

information for clarity about range, forecast 

battery charge time, Vehicle-to-Load status 

and much more



Drive modes

Spacious and inspiring

When you’re inside the Kia EV6, not only do you appreciate how roomy it is, but also how inspiring it is. The upholstery 

makes use of sustainable suede and vegan leather while the cabin uses abundant recycled and durable materials. The New 

Electric-Global Modular Platform (E-GMP) allows for a flat floor which enables diverse interior layouts.

Wide Electric Sunroof 

The roomy dimensions of the Kia EV6 seem to 

expand with the wide sunroof

Driver and Passenger Relaxation Seats

Front seats recline at the press of a button to a 

zero gravity position to give maximum  

relaxation to the occupant

Remote Folding Seats 

Pull the conveniently located remote release 

lever on the wall of the cargo space to fold the 

rear seatback down, creating 1,300l** of 

storage capacity



Less to search, more to discover

Let our technology handle the details, so you can stay connected to the journey. By prioritising information, 

the fully electric Kia EV6 lets you take in more of the world outside, and spend less time scanning screens and dials. 

This is what makes EV6 the most convenient electric vehicle on the streets.

Augmented Reality Head-up Display

Key information such as speed, lane safety 

indication, is projected in an intuitive manner 

on the windscreen

Shift By Wire

Change gear position simply by turning the 

dial of Shift by Wire system left or right

Smart Power Tailgate

The power tailgate can be set to open 

automatically to a desired height



Safety from every possible angle

The Kia EV6 is packed with more than 10 Advanced Driver Assistance System (ADAS) features. Forward 

collision-avoidance assist uses a front-view camera and radar to detect any vehicles, pedestrians or cyclists ahead. 

By warning and braking automatically, it can help you avoid or reduce the severity of an accident. 

Lane Keep Assist keeps you from unwittingly drifting out of your lane due to sleepiness or inattention.

Safe Exit Assist (SEA) 

Child lock is automatically activated along 

with a warning sound when an occupant 

attempts to open their door while a vehicle is 

approaching from the back 

Rear-cross Traffic Avoidance Assist (RCTA)

This warns in case a vehicle or pedestrian is 

coming while reversing. It automatically assists 

with emergency braking if collision is sensed

Blind-Spot Collision-Avoidance Assist (BCA) 

When you signal a lane change, you are warned  

if a risk of collision is detected with a vehicle 

beside you or approaching from the rear



Connected to inspire

Kia Connect, with more than 60 inspirational features, keeps the EV6 connected with you wherever you are. Inside, it makes the driving a lot more convenient with access to the full 

range of communication, information and entertainment at any time.

EV Remote Climate Control 

Climate stays delightful without taking anything away 

from the environment. Just switch on the Climate 

control using the Kia Connect application. You can even 

schedule Remote Cooling based on your convenience

EV Remote Charging Control 

Once the connector is plugged in, you can switch on/off 

the charging as per your need. Schedule the charge 

without any discomfort.

Surround View Monitoring

Stay in control of the world outside.  View a video 

around your EV6 according to the camera angles and 

monitor your surroundings.

Climate stays delightful without taking anything away Once the connector is plugged in, you can switch on/off Stay in control of the world outside.  View a video 

Key Features

Body Colors

Standard Pack

Body Colors

Moonscape Snow White Pearl Runway Red Yacht BlueAurora Black Pearl

Interior Color and Seats

Black Interior - Black Suede Seats with Vegan 
Leather Bolsters

Dimensions Unit: mm
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In addition to GT-Line

• e-AWD

• Augmented Reality Head-up display

• Smart Power Tailgate

• Body Coloured Exterior Flush Door Handles – Automatic

• Meridian Premium Sound System with 14 Speakers and  

Active Sound Design

(AWD)

Technical Specifications

Battery Capacity 77.4 kWh Lithium-ion

DC Fast Charge (10%-80%) - 350 kW 18 minutes

DC Fast Charge (10%-80%) – 50 kW 73 minutes

Type                                     Permanent Magnet Synchronous Motor

Motor Location Rear Front & Rear

Max Power (ps) 229 325

Max Torque (Nm) 350 605

Automatic Transmission Yes Yes

Battery

Others

Motor RWD AWD

Safety
• 8 Airbags~

• All Wheel Disc Brakes 
• ABS (Anti-lock Brake System)
• ESC (Electronic Stability Control)
• HAC (Hill-start Assist Control)
• MCBA (Multi Collision Brake Assist)
• BAS (Brake Assistant System)
• VSM (Vehicle Stability Management)
• ESS (Emergency Stop Signal)
• Front & Rear Parking sensors
• ISOFIX Child Anchor

ADAS
• Forward Collision Avoidance Assist (FCA)
 Car/ Pedestrian/ Cyclist/ Junction Turning
• Lane Keep Assist (LKA)
• Blind-spot Collision Avoidance Assist (BCA)
• Rear-cross Traffic Avoidance Assist (RCTA)
• Safe Exit Assist (SEA)
• Lane Follow Assist (LFA)
• Blind Spot Detection (BSD)
• Driver Attention Warning (DAW)
• Smart Cruise Control (SCC) With Stop & Go                          

Functionality

Design
• GT Line Design Elements
• R19 – 48.74 cm (19”) Crystal cut alloys
• Body Colored Door Garnish
• Belt Line High Glossy
• Body Colored Exterior Flush Door Handles
• Connected LED Tail Lamps with Sequential Indicators
• Daytime Running Lights with Sequential Indicators
• Rear Spoiler
• LED Rear Fog Lamps
• Wide Electric Sunroof
• Solar Glass – UV Cut (All Glass)

• Black Suede Seats with Vegan Leather Bolsters
• 64 Color Ambient Mood Lighting
• Tilt & Telescopic Steering Wheel
• Vegan Leather Wrapped Steering Wheel
• Rear Parcel Shelf
• Metal Scuff Plates
• Sporty Alloy Pedals
• Auto Anti-glare (ECM) Inside Rear View  Mirror 

Convenience
• Electric Adjust & Folding Outside Mirrors
• Steering Mounted Controls
• Remote Folding 60:40 Split Rear Seats
• Front One Touch Auto Up/ Down Power Windows
• Ventilated Driver & Passenger Seats
• 10-way Driver Power Seat with Memory Function
• 10-way Front Passenger Power Seat 
• Dual Zone Automatic Air conditioner
• Multi Drive Modes (Normal/ Eco/ Sport)
• Rain Sensing Wipers
• 4 Speakers, 2 Tweeters
• Smart Key with Push Button Start
• Rear Defogger
• Tire Mobility Kit (TMK)
• Smartphone Wireless Charger

Technology
• Dual LED Headlamps with Adaptive Driving Beam
• Shift by Wire
• 31.24 cm (12.3“) Curved Driver Display Screen
• 31.24 cm (12.3“) Curved Touchscreen Navigation
• Electronic Park Brake with Auto Hold Function
• Paddle Shifters (Regeneration)
• Relaxation Driver & Passenger seats
• Vehicle-to-Load
• 360º Camera
• Kia Connect with 60+ Features

Seating Capacity 5

Suspension McPherson strut (Front) &

 Multi link (Rear)

Brakes Disc Brake – All Wheels

Tyre Size 235/55 R19- 48.74 cm (19”) 
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